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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

“It is real hard when you are frustrated not to be mad at the whole system...right now I’m so frustrated with it. Like yesterday, I was feeling stupid, inept, inadequate—all of those things! And you know how that makes you feel about your job, you just want to go home and quit...” (Boudreau and Robey 2005, p. 10)

“I was really hesitant at first. I think I was afraid. It was very frustrating and I was afraid that the system might actually replace me. I was afraid that I would loose my job.” (Beaudry and Pinsoneault 2005, p. 516)

The academic and practitioner literatures have reported many examples of the effects of enterprise systems (ES)1 on various facets of employees’ work life. Nevertheless, organizations across the world continue to implement complex ES (e.g., ERP systems) to improve organizational performance and gain competitive advantage. Notwithstanding such large investments, failure rates of ES implementation are still alarmingly high (Jasperson et al. 2005; Soh et al. 2000). Both academic and trade press articles have suggested that a key driver to ES implementation failure is inadequate change management during the implementation process, particularly organizations’ inability to understand specific nature and magnitude of changes induced by ES and manage how employees react to these changes (Cohen 2005; Jasperson et al. 2005; Markus 2004). A deeper understanding of the exact nature and extent of changes to employees’ work life following an ES implementation is an important first step in improving organizational change management practices and subsequently reducing ES implementation failures.

Research on individuals’ reactions to new information technology (IT) is broadly one of the most mature streams of research in the information systems (IS) literature. This broad stream of research has made a significant contribution to the IS literature by providing rich insights on various aspects of individuals’ reactions to IT. While this research has provided a broad understanding of how employees experience changes in their work life following an ES implementation (e.g., Boudreau and Robey 2005; Lapointe and Rivard 2005), research has yet to examine how characteristics of an ES cause changes to specific aspects of employees’ job and interpersonal relationships, two important facets of employees’ work life. This dissertation addresses this gap and focuses on the following research questions: How is ES implementation associated with changes in employee job characteristics (i.e., job demand, and job control) and interpersonal relationships (i.e., supervisor and coworker relationships)? What are the changes in job characteristics and interpersonal relationships for employees following an ES implementation?

Figure 1 presents the research model. The model is developed based on affective event theory that suggests that a significant workplace event can cause “a change in circumstances, a change in what one is currently experiencing” (Weiss and Cropanzano 1996, p. 31). Drawing on prior research (e.g., Boudreau and Robey 2005), I suggest that ES implementation is a significant workplace event because it can dramatically change the architecture of an organization’s business processes

1 Enterprise systems are software packages that provide seamless integration of all the information flowing through a company across different work-units and business processes (Markus and Tanis 2000).
and/or routines (Markus and Tanis 2000; Soh et al. 2000). Consequently, employees may feel a substantial change in their job characteristics (e.g., increased job demand or decreased job control) and interpersonal relationships (e.g., deteriorated relationship with supervisors and coworkers). Job stress theories (e.g., Cartwright and Cooper 1997) and coping theories (Lazarus and Folkman 1984) also underscore the role of significant workplace events as a driver of changes in employees’ work life. In developing the research model, I draw from theories and prior research on ES implementation (e.g., Markus and Tanis 2000), business process changes (e.g., Davenport 1993), and vendor publications (e.g., Anderson 2003). To understand the specific nature of changes in employees’ job and relationships, I draw from demands-control model (e.g., Karasek 1979), leader member exchange (e.g., Graen and Uhl-Bien 1995), and team member exchange (e.g., Seers 1989) theories.

The research model posits that ES characteristics, such as ES complexity (i.e., an ES is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use), ES reconfigurability (i.e., an ES is perceived to be implemented in such a way that it supports modifications of features and functionalities during the course of use), and ES customization (i.e., an ES is perceived to be tailored in such a way that it closely fits with an employee’s needs for data, functionality, and outputs), will influence employees’ work process characteristics, such as process complexity (i.e., a work process is perceived to be difficult to understand and act upon), process rigidity (i.e., a work process is perceived to be not modifiable during the course of executing the work process), and process radicalness (i.e., perceived newness of a work process). The model further posits that these characteristics will predict changes in employees’ job characteristics—i.e., job demand (i.e., employees are required to work fast and hard and have much work to do in a short time, or have a great deal of work to do after an ES implementation) and job control (i.e., employees’ perception of being able to exert some influence over their work environment after an ES implementation)—and interpersonal relationships—i.e., supervisor relationship (i.e., perceived changes in the pattern of relationship with supervisors after an ES implementation), and coworker relationship (i.e., perceived changes in the pattern of relationship with coworkers after an ES implementation). Due to space constraints, a detailed discussion of the constructs and the relationships is not provided here.

A longitudinal field study will be conducted to test the research model. Figure 2 presents the proposed research design. The longitudinal data collection will help capture employees’ perceptions of ES and work process characteristics immediately after ES implementation and their perceptions of changes to their job and relationships after a few months of system use (i.e., 3 and 6 months). This design will also reduce the potential for common method variance. The appropriate research sites will be organizations implementing cross-functional ES. Three large organizations—a telecommunication firm, a national bank, and a protein-based food production company—have already agreed to participate in the study. The study is expected to span about 9 months including data collection at four periods of time (see Figure 2). Validated scales will be adapted from prior research where available. For the new constructs, measures will be developed and validated following the guidelines of DeVellis (2003). Data analysis will be conducted with AMOS 6.0, which is a covariance-based structural equation modeling tool.

---

2 ES implementation is often associated with radical changes in organizational business processes. At the individual level, prior research has suggested that ES implementation will have a substantial influence on employees’ work processes (Soh et al. 2000). A work process is defined as a set of interrelated and sequential activities or tasks bounded by certain rules that an employee performs as a part of his or her job.
This dissertation is expected to make important contributions to and have implications for research and practice. First, it provides a deep understanding of how ES implementation leads to various changes in employees’ job characteristics and interpersonal relationships. While prior research has broadly suggested that employees will experience changes in their work life following an ES implementation, an in-depth theory-driven investigation such as the one proposed in this dissertation is required to understand the nature and extent of such changes. Second, the research introduces the concept of work process characteristics which are theorized as proximal determinants of changes in job characteristics and interpersonal relationships. Finally, an understanding of how ES and work process characteristics lead to changes in employees’ work life can help managers develop effective interventions to minimize negative effects of these changes and maximize positive use of ES in organizations.
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